USER MANUAL HLT-2.6
INTRODUCTION
This is a tracking device (tracker) which uses GPS-based location
positioning to provide information about the location. And GSM/
GPRS for data connection. The tracker includes a SIM-card, which
supports roaming, SMS and voice throughout Europe.

BATTERY CHARGE

TURNING OFF THE TRACKER

Before first use, you must charge the battery. To charge tracker, use
the Qi wireless charging pad.

1. Open the Huntloc App and choose ”Trackers” from the menu.

1. To begin charging, connect charging pad into mains power supply
using the microUSB cable. Charging pad led indicator should go red.

3. Select “X” from the top menu bar and confirm SMS sending
request.

2. Place the tracker on the charging pad. The red led on tracker
should light and charging pad led indicator goes blue.

NB! Voice and SMS to the tracker will result in mobile fees. Information
about prices can be obtained from your mobile service provider.
In order to use the tracker, the Huntloc App needs to be downloaded
to the user’s smartphone, and the User License also needs to be
activated. At the moment Huntloc App is available only for Android
and iOS operating systems.

CONFIGURATIONS

NB! When using the Huntloc App, constant GPS and GPRS service
needs to be available. Monthly data and subscription prices can be
obtained from your mobile service provider.

CHANGING TRACKING INTERVAL

1. Open Huntloc App and choose “Trackers” from the menu.

1. Open the Huntloc App and choose ”Trackers” from the menu.

2. To connect the new tracker: choose “+” and then choose type of
the tracking device.

2. Choose the relevant device.

3. Insert the tracker’s IMEI code and the GSM number, including the
international code. Information is provided on the box and also on
the tracker.

4. Push the “Apply” button and confirm SMS sending request. When
tracking, device is in ‘Stand-by’ mode, changing the tracking interval
will activate ‘tracking’ mode. The default tracking interval is 10
seconds. Shorter interval results in shorter battery life.

ACTIVATING TRACKER (STAND-BY MODE)
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1. To turn the tracker on, place the tracker on the charging pad.
2. Wait until the GPS LED (blue) starts blinking.
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TURNING ON TRACKING MODE
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1. Make sure that the tracker is on stand-by mode (blue LED is
blinking).
Charging pad
Charging side

NB! When the tracker is turned off, it is impossible to
activate it by using a smart device. To put the tracker back into
‘stand-by’ mode, place the tracker on charging pad.

In order to connect Huntloc App with the tracker:

4. Then enter the name of the object that is being tracked. This name
will appear on the tracking screen. (ie. the dog´s name). After saving
the data, the tracker will be added to the list of tracking devices.

DEVICE

2. Choose the relevant device.

2. Open Huntloc App and choose “Trackers” from menu.
3. Choose the relevant device.
4. Push the “On” button and confirm to start tracking, which results
in a call to tracker. Call will be terminated by the tracker.

3. Enter data transmitting interval in seconds, in interval field.

LISTENING TO THE DOG AND SENDING
VOICE COMMANDS
1. Open the Huntloc App and choose ”Trackers” from the menu.
2. Choose the relevant device.
3. Push the “Call” button and agree with calling. The tracker will
automatically answer the call, and then the dog owner can hear the
dog´s barking. The owner can then also give voice commands to the
dog.
In order to make a call to the tracker, it has to be in ‘Tracking’ mode.
If the device is in ‘Stand-by’ mode, it will be activated and changed
to ‘Tracking’ mode.
NB! Listening dog barking on the phone will incur phone
costs.

1.

2.

3.

To share tracking of the object with another hunter, the tracker owner
has to start or join with an active hunt, on the Huntloc App.

GREEN LED:
GPS

BLUE LED:
GSM

RED LED:
CHARGING

NOT USING THE DEVICE FOR
LONG PERIODS

CHANGING TRACKING MODE TO STAND-BY

blinking: GPS is
on, searching for
GPS

blinking: GSM is
on, standby mode

blinking: tracker
is connected with
charger & charging

When the tracker is not used for a long time, its battery will need
to be fully charged and turned off. Otherwise the battery may be
irreversibly damaged, and might not work afterwards.

ON: GPS is on,
position is located

ON: connection
with server

1. Open the Huntloc App and choose “Trackers” from the menu.
2. Choose the relevant device.
3. Push the “OFF” button and confirm SMS sending request.

MORE INFORMATION
More information about the tracker and about Huntloc’s solution,
please do visit our website www.huntloc.com.

DEVICE COMMANDS

TECHNICAL DATA

TURNING ON (STAND-BY MODE) AND CHARGING
Place the device on charging pad.

TURNING OFF
a) SMS “00”
b) Place the tracker in the charging stand and wait for the
green light to light. Raise the device and insert straight back. The
green light goes off and the unit shuts off. Remove tracker.

Stand-by time 		

up to 30 days

GUARANTEE DOES NOT APPLY ON DEFECTS THAT
ARE CAUSED BY:

Tracing time (10 sec)

up to 36 hours

•

Regular wearing, accident or cosmetic damage;

Waterproof 		

IP67

•

Misuse and mismanagement (including misuse of the settings);

Weight 			

108 g

•

Electrical fluctuations, short circuits, wrong voltage;

Working temperature

-30  +40°C

•

Not doing any meaningful or necessary service to the device;

Tracking interval Starting

1s

•

Harm done by dog, animals etc. or other vermin/pests;

Battery 			

1 850 mAh Li-ion

•

Incorrect or incomplete installation;

Charging time		

3 hours

•

Ignoring the instructions in the User Manual, in addition to
overusing and overloading;

•

No targeted usage;

•

Coming into contact with extreme temperature or environmental
conditions, or very sudden changes in named conditions; being
in contact with chemicals; using damaged or leaking???

TURNING ON TRACKING MODE
a) Call to the tracking device.
b) Send SMS “1”.

TURNING TRACKING MODE ON WITH DIFFERENT INTERVALS
Send SMS “1XX” ( XX = interval in seconds).

TURNING OFF THE TRACKING MODE
Send SMS “0”.

TERMS OF WARRANTY
Every Huntloc tracking device has a guarantee, which is active
for twenty four (24) months, starting from the date the client bought
the device (Guarantee time).
Any device which is used for commercial purposes, for
example renting, or any other than normal purposes, has a guarantee
of only twelve (12) months.
Extra equipment, which is added to the box, or bought
separately, has a guarantee of only twelve (12) months.

RESETING THE TRACKER
a) Send SMS “reset”.
b) place the tracker on charging pad.

During the Guarantee period Huntloc takes full responsibility to
eliminate by its choice, whatever defects, or replace the whole
device, or its parts, for free (Guarantee service).
Replaced parts or product, will be sent in case of exchange: replaced
part or device is either new or in condition that it is like new. A
repaired or replaced device has a guarantee period, which is equal to
guarantee time given to the first purchased device.

FIRMWARE UPDATING
Send SMS “fw”.

TO CLAIM GUARANTEE

INCLUDED IN THE BOX
Tracker HLT-2.6		

1 pc

Wireless charging pad

1 pc

microUSB cable 		

1 pc

USB charger 		

1 pc

User Manual		

1 pc

To claim Guarantee service, please do contact Huntloc OÜ, Riia
185a, Tartu, Estonia or e-mail info@huntloc.com. Contact
information is available on Huntloc website: www.huntloc.com.
Please present original receipt with the date the device was
purchased; include a written description of the problem with the
device, and make sure that the device is packed carefully before
sending it to Huntloc. Huntloc will examine your request, and will
perform guarantee service according to settled clause and law.
The tracking device that does not meet these requirements and is
returned, Huntloc will pay back the cost of the device, plus shipping
costs within 30 days, after receiving the notice of refusal of buying
the product, or returning the product.

GUARANTEE DOES NOT APPLY UNDER THE
FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
•

On the products which the manufacturer’s serial number or IMEI
code is deleted, damaged or unreadable;

•

Materials that wear off: (components that need constant
replacement, while using), including dogs collar.

Guarantee does not apply in situations where Huntloc tracking
device is impossible to use, for whatever indirect expenses.

CONTACT
Huntloc OÜ
Riia 185a, Tartu
Eesti/Estonia
info@huntloc.com
www.huntloc.com
Download from AppStore

Download from Google Play

